Veena Malik goes nude in adult movie?
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Pakistani actress and model Veena Malik has been in the news for her raunchy acts and romance inside the
reality TV show Bigg Boss 4. She got the nick name of Pakistani Rakhi Sawant due to her raunchy image in
the show. But the hot and sexy image is once again hitting the headlines for the wrong reasons.&bull;
Veena Malik 'threat' to Islam: Pak clergy

According to the unconfirmed sources, Veena Malik has stripped off for a Dutch adult film just before her
entry into the Bigg Boss 4.
A Dutch tabloid quoted he co-star, saying that the Bigg Boss Participant Veena Malik looks very much similar
to the Pakistani model, who shared the role with him for a racy scene.
According to the tabloid, The Pakistani actress was paid Rs 30 lakh for half an hour shoot.
However, this is not the first time when Veena’s name is being dragged into the controversy for a nude scene.
In the past, she was accused of posing nude or semi nude for several C grade films.
It is not possible to confirm the news till Veena is locked behind the Bigg Boss house but it may be possible
that the rumour will help her to win the show.
Veena Malik 'threat' to Islam: Pak clergy
Veena Malik may be upping the TRPs by being part of the Bigg Boss household in India, but in her country
she is being seen as a "threat" to Islam. In a recent television show, ex-Bigg Boss contestant Ali Saleem aka
Begum Nawazish Ali had to bend backwards to defend himself and his colleague Veena who was accused of
being a threat to Islam.
While Ali was accused of "bayghairti, baysharmi and bayhayai (being shameless)" for dressing up like a
woman by religious honcho Mufti Abdul Qawi, Veena was accused of disrespecting Islam by behaving
irresponsibly in India on public television.
Most Pakistanis have reacted strongly to the Mufti's reaction, contending that Veena is not an official
representative of Pakistan and that she was in India to boost her career.
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